Closing ceremony
We did it again!

Thank you to everyone who helped make DebConf17 possible!
Welcome to DebConf!

WiFi SSID: debconf17
PW: stretch17
Registration Team Stats

405 attendees registered (plus some that came to open day)
117 participants already onsite during DebCamp (biggest DebCamp ever?)
~15% registered but not confirmed (interesting value for future DebConfs)
Number of checkins during checkout: 1
Number of lost cellphones which were never lost: 1
Longest delay in getting to the conference: 3 days
Childcare Team
Childcare Team Stats

Number of children (under 5) cared for : 6
Number of diapers changed : 5
Hours or childcare worked : 46
Content Team
Content Team Stats

232 talk proposals registered in Wafer
169 talks scheduled
No talks were "no-shows" (TTBOMK)
32 ad-hoc talks, 137 reviewed/accepted talks

By talk type:
59 talks (45min), summing 2655 minutes
30 talks (20min), summing 600 minutes
61 BoF sessions (45 min), summing 2745 minutes
6 workshops (2hr), summing 12 hours
13 "other" activities
Total: 6012 minutes of activity (or 100 straight hours)
Bursaries Team Stats

123 requests for travel, food and accommodation (143k USD)

61 requests for food and accommodation only
54 travel grants:
   43 on the Contributors budget
   11 on the Diversity and Inclusion budget
124 food and accommodation grants total

2 employers funding travel for their employees after the bursary grant
Video Team
Video Team Stats

Rooms: 3
Days: 6
Video recorded: 6.1T (plus a lot of overnight footage we deleted)
Number of cuts: 217

Bandwidth
Stream master: 247.96 GiB (avg. 2.15 Mbit/s)
Internal stream frontend: 716.14 GiB (avg. 6.20 Mbit/s)
European stream mirror: 174.45 GiB (1.52 Mbit/s)
Norm American stream mirror: 99.98 GiB (868.73 kbit/s)
Asian stream mirror: 3.11 GiB (27.05 kbit/s)
Storage server: 13.14 TiB (avg. 64.82 Mbit/s)
Infrastructure Team

THE TREE

NEEDS MORE WIFI
Infrastructure Stats

Total wired traffic: 700 GiB
Total wireless traffic: 2,4 TiB
Total server traffic (e.g., Video stuff): 2,9 TiB

Unique MAC addresses seen: 1494
DNS + DHCP server traffic: 15.05 GiB (130.38 kbit/s)
Apt-cache traffic: 8.9 GiB (3.8 GiB cached, 43%)

Number of computers removed from Maisonneuve computing lab and re-purposed for video team: 16
Food
Food Stats

13% of on-site eaters are vegetarian
5% of on-site eaters are vegan
6% of on-site eaters have special food requirements (mostly gluten intolerance and nut allergies)
coffee: ~5100 cups
1600kg of fresh vegetables
270kg meat, 120kg fish

675 hours of cooking
100 hours of dish washing
5 people staff
Beer Team
Beer Team Stats

Draft beer: 800 L

Bottled beer: 73.5 L

Kombucha: 24 L

Wine: 6.75 L
Website Team Stats

Number of commits: 814
Number of registrations lost in the ether: 2
Number of dead MSA controllers: 2
Number of hacks to publish a schedule: ∞
Number of signed up volunteers: 44
Number of outstanding invoices: 17 (we know who you are)
Cheese & Wine
Day Trips
Conference Dinner
Miscellaneous Stats (cont’d)

Number of mascots : 4

Burn-outs : 0
Thank you to our all sponsors!
See you next year!

DebConf 18
Hsinchu, Taiwan